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Classical Causal Theory of Remembering 
Martin & Deutscher [M&D] (1966) claims that, if S         
remembers an event, then the following conditions       
must be satisfied: 

1. Representational: S represents the past event      
“within certain limits of accuracy” (p. 166);  
  

2. Experiential: S experienced the past event; 
 

3. Causal: there is a causal connection between S        
experience of the past event and S later        
retrieval. In M&D terms: S past experience of        
the event must be “operative producing a state        
or successive states in him finally operative       
producing his representation” (ibid). 

Ignorant Remembering as Consequence 
Once we accept that the proposed list of conditions is          
sufficient in accounting for episodic memory, we may        
also accept the possibility of what Bernecker (2009)        
called “ignorant remembering”. Ignorant    
remembering cases, according to him, are cases in        
which “one may remember at t2 that p without         
believing at t2 that p” (p. 85). A reason for this is that             
“one may erroneously take p to be a figment of one’s           
imagination” (ibid) An emblematic example of      
ignorant remembering is the following case proposed       
by M&D (1966): 
 
The Painter Case 
Suppose that someone intends to paint something       
imaginary and that, for some reason, while taking        
herself to be painting a purely imaginary scene, this         
person paints an actual and past scene that she has          
previously observed. The painter doesn’t believe that       
she is remembering, but it happens that there are         
witnesses who recognize the picture as a very accurate         
representation of an event which the painter observed        
a long time ago. According to M&D, the reason why          
the painter accurately represents the past scene is that         
she is remembering the scene. They argue that if the          
person neither believes that she remembers the event        
nor believes that she was told about it, then she will           
be inclined not to believe that the event happened.         
Therefore, it is possible for someone to remember an         
event without believing that this event happened.  
 
Debus Criticism: Circularity 
“It is not obvious that we should say that he does           

remember the scene—unless, of course, we already       
presuppose that the causal theory’s three conditions       
are sufficient for an event to count as an instance of           
remembering; but as this is the claim that is under          
consideration here, we should not presuppose it in        
assessing the case of the painter” (DEBUS, 2017, 70).         
Following Debus, it seems that the painter case give a          
reason to doubt the sufficiency of classical causal        
theory of remembering and to search for further        
conditions. 

Debus Causal-Epistemic Theory 
Debus proposes an account for the epistemic       
relevance of episodic memory claiming the epistemic       
relevance condition: “in order for an experience to        
count as an instance of remembering, it is necessary         
that the relevant experience have epistemic relevance       
for the subject when judging about the past; that is, it           
is necessary that the subject be disposed to take the          
relevant experience into account when judging about       
the past” (DEBUS, 2010, 21).  
 
My Criticism: Circularity Again  
Debus argument, however, faces a similar problem: it        
seems to presuppose that the subjects remember only        
if the remembered event has epistemic relevance -        
what is also not obvious to hold, given the very          
possibility of ignorant remembering cases.  

Memory Markers: an Initial Hypothesis  
Identifying and proposing a different ground, I defend        
that the epistemic-causal account of remembering      
presupposes a role for sub-personal factors, what       
might be understood as memory markers. Memory       
markers are (i) sub-personal content-based labels that       
enable rememberers to be aware of the source of         
representational contents and (ii) work in properly       
functioning episodic memory systems. 
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